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What Our Eco Welfare Pods Offer With 20 years of 

experience in 

meeting customer 

demands our 

Mobile Units are 

simply the best in 

the market.

This efficient system 

reduces fuel consumption 

and running costs 

by up to

75%

�   Our pods have been designed to provide the highest levels of safety, security, 
        strength and comfort in the most remote and exposed locations.

�   Eco Welfare Pods have an extra-large canteen and table which can 
        comfortably accommodate up to 7 people

�   Diesel Heater can be set to run for 3 hours after work and will automatically 
        shut off. This will allow work gear to be fully dried out before the 
        start of another day.

�   These units meet all your construction site requirements including
        canteen facilities, drying room and toilet.

�   These units are manufactured with a fully galvanised steel exterior 
        and are  fitted with non-slip chequered aluminium flooring throughout, 
        making them durable and suitable for the toughest onsite conditions.

�   All units are designed with a retractable drawbar, to ensure the 
        unit is more compact and easily stored away.

�   The hydraulic jockey wheel makes it easier, faster and safer to hitch and 
        unhitch from your vehicle with the simple push of a button.

�   Retractable light guards protect the tail lights. The tail lights fold away 
        automatically when the drawbar is fully retracted and opens when the 
        drawbar is extended.



�     Rego hire can offer the full package/full solution from   

          delivery and collection to weekly services

�     Our Eco welfare Pods are designed to accommodate 7 people

�     Easy to opertate, simply switch on appliance (kettle or microwave) 

          and generator starts up automatically and when appliance 

          has finished generator switches off.

�     Cheaper to run using the new Green X Power management system which 

          reduces fuel consumption and running cost by up to 75%

�     Fresh water flushing toilet creating a more pleasant and 

          hygienic washroom facility.
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